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We have observed the temporal modulation of fluorescence induced by a static magnetic field after selective 
optical excitation of a single fine structure level via the X 'B,-X 'A , electronic transition in NO,. The 
rotationally resolved population and alignment decay rates, fluorescence polarization anisotropy, and 
magnitude and sign of the excited Lande g factor are determined simultaneously from measurement of the 
Zeeman quantum beats. The importance of the these properties to the description of the X state of NO, is 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We present the results of a study in which the time 
evolution of an optically prepared molecule is monitored 
via its subsequent fluorescence. The spatial anisotropies 
of this fluorescence are of particular interest when they 
can be related to intrinSic excited state properties. 
Time-resolved fluorescence techniques have been used 
for this purpose on a variety of systems and can some
times provide a simple demonstration of properties dif
ficult to infer from other methods. One specific type 
of time-resolved fluorescence technique, that of field
induced fluorescence modulation following pulsed optical 
excitation (field-induced quantum beats), has been de
veloped over the past 20 years. 1-4 Although many im
pulsive excitation schemes may be used to generate 
quantum beats, only optical processes will be considered 
here. 

The phenomenon of field-induced quantum beats is 
well understood. MagnetiC field-induced beats, called 
Zeeman quantum beats, were first directly observed in 
the fluorescence from 3Pl levels of Cd5 and Hg. 6 These 
experiments demonstrated the existence of the effect 
but were plagued by poor sensitivity due to the low in
tensity and inadequate temporal quality of the shuttered 
resonance lamp sources used for excitation. Pulsed dye 
laser excitation was shown to be far more deSirable by 
Gornik et al. 7 who demonstrated that Zeeman quantum 
beats could be observed in the fluorescence from Yb 
6 3Pl with good signal-to-noise after a single laser 
shot. The analogous electric-field-induced quantum 
beam phenomenon (Stark quantum beats) was first 
demonstrated by Hese et al. 8 in fluorescence from Ba 
6 1P l • 

These early experiments on atomic systems proved 
not only that field-induced quantum beats were experi
mentally observable but that they were fully in agree
ment with quantum mechanical predictions of the inter
action of the atom with the applied field and the spatial 
properties of electric dipole absorption and emission. 
Emphasis was placed on the comparison of the excited 
state energy splitting in the field measured by quantum 
beat techniques with that measured by other techniques. 
In all cases the quantum beat results were in accord with 
the best available data. 

Quantum beats from molecules are more difficult to 
observe than from atoms due to the weaker transition 

probability for a single rotational line, the reduced 
amplitude of fluorescence modulation, and the more 
complicated beat pattern. Nonetheless, Wallenstein 
et al. 9 observed Zeeman quantum beats from several 
(If ,J ') levels of the 12 B 3rr(0:) and used the technique 
to determine the variation of the Lande g factor with vi
brational excitation. The vibrational dependence of the 
electric dipole moment of the A 1~ state of LiH was de
termined by Brieger et al. 10 in the first published ac
count of Stark quantum beats in molecular fluorescence. 
Other molecules studied by field-induced quantum beats 
include Se2, 11 OH, 12 NaH, 13 and BaO. 14 

The A 2B2 state of N02 is an infamous example of a 
state that has been extensively studied by numerous 
spectroscopic methods15 but still eludes understanding. 
The vibrational-rotational structure of this state is 
complex and highly perturbed. The A state is one of 
four low-lying electronic states that are thought to be 
mixed both vibronically and by Renner-Teller inter
action. 16 Even the radiative lifetime of the A state has 
been a matter of controversy following the observation 
that an apparent discrepancy exists between the directly 
observed radiative decay rate and the rate derived from 
the integrated absorption strength of the A-X system. 17 

Perhaps the most disturbing result regarding the radia
tive properties of N02 was the observation of nonexpo
nential fluorescence decay from a single hyperfine level 
excited under collisionless molecular beam conditions. 18 

Although not statistically predicted for this size mole
cule, 19 irreversible radiationless processes are one 
possible explanation for this behavior. 

Various coherence experiments on the A state of N02 
have yielded startling and theoretically unexpected re
sults. Zero-field level crOSSing experiments20 in con
junction with optical radio frequency double resonance21 

indicate that the decay of spatial coherence of the ex
cited state may be more rapid than radiative decay un
der conditions approaching isolation. However, recent 
experiments have contradicted this. 22 In addition, mag
netic field decoupling experiments suggest the existence 
of a number of closely spaced levels all having the same 
total angular momentum, called a "bunch" structure. 23 
Moreover, the observed Lande g factors appear to follow 
theory based on simple angular momentum coupling ar
guments for some rotational levels and not for 
others. 21,22 
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In this study we show that the measurement and inter
pretation of magnetic field-induced quantum beats from 
the N02 A state provide a direct resolution of some of 
the outstanding controversies concerning the radiative, 
magnetic, and coherence properties of this molecular 
state. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EFFECT 

The physical basis for the modulation of fluorescence 
in the presence of an applied magnetic field under the 
conditions of this experiment can be explained in a 
simple picture of isolated, electronically excited mole
cules possessing a permanent magnetic moment ~ lying 
along the total angular momentum J'. Linearly po
larized laser excitation can produce an ensemble of 
these excited molecules with one specific J' that is 
aligned with respect to the laser electric field (see Fig. 
1). It has been shown that the fluorescence from such 
an ensemble is spatially anisotropic24 and the magnitude 
of this anisotropy depends on the change in total angular 
momentum upon absorption and emission. 25 

The application of a homogeneous magnetic field H 
to the ensemble would classically result in Larmor 
precession about the field axis Z. That is to say, the 
angular momentum J' of each excited molecule in the 
ensemble is now stationary in a rotating frame with 
angular frequency wL , where 

The emission intenSity pattern from the ensemble is 
then also stationary in this frame. 

(1) 

Assume now that conditions are chosen such that the 
radiative lifetime of the emitters is much longer than 

EXCITATION 
POLARIZATION II y 
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FIG. 1. EXCitation/detection geometry for the observation of 
Zeeman quantum beats, The polarized light pulse produces an 
anisotropic ensemble of excited states (shown schematically at 
time t = 0 as a dumbell) which precesses in space at wL due to 
the magnetic field H. Fluorescence passing the detection po
larizer has a temporal modulation proportional to cos [2(wL t 
+ <PDll. 

FIG. 2. Level scheme exemplifying the interference observed 
in a Zeeman quantum beat experiment. Fluorescence from 
the coherently excited magnetic sublevels of the state Ie) ex
hibits modulation at their frequency difference. 

the precession period, which in turn is longer than the 
duration of the excitation (T R » Wi! » T). The preces
sional motion of the emisSion pattern would then pro
duce a temporal modulation at 2WL in the intensity ob
served by a lab-fixed detector with the geometry shown 
in Fig. 1. The modulation frequency at the detector 
must be at twice the Larmor frequency because the 
anisotropy produced in the ensemble after linearly po
larized excitation transforms under rotation as aquadru
pole moment, repeating itself every 11 radians. The 
detected modulation w ill be maximized when the com
ponents of the excitation and detection polarization along 
the field axiS are minimized, i. e., when the excitation 
and emission polarizations are chosen perpendicular to 
the field direction. 

Although the claSSical treatment of the evolution of the 
excited molecule gives us a good qualitative understand
ing of the field-induced quantum beat Signal, we recog
nize that for quantitative understanding of the phenom
enon we must use a quantum description that takes into 
account the quantization of the total angular momentum 
of the system in magnitude (J) and space (M). The gen
eral phenomenon of "quantum beats" gets its name from 
the quantum mechanical concept of interference between 
a coherently excited superposition of states manifesting 
itself in the temporal modUlation or "beating" of some 
observable at the difference frequencies of the states 
composing the superposition. Figure 2 shows a level 
scheme that describes the type of interference ob
served in this study. The initial state of the system 
Ii) is labeled by its total angular momentum F j , and 
F/s projection on a space fixed axis M j (a j denote all 
other quantum numbers). A short optical excitation 
pulse connects the excited state I e) with the initial 
state Ii) via the electric dipole operator. If the ex
citation pulse is sufficiently short and has the proper 
polarization, the excited state I e) will be a superposi
tion of states la.FeMe) and la.F.M!). These excited 
states are nondegenerate due to the presence of an ap
plied magnetic field (chosen along the quantization axis). 
The evolution of the excited state will include spontane
ous emission to the final state If). If the fluorescence 
from I e) to I f) is observed with the proper polariza
tion, the intensity will be modulated at the difference 
frequency between the levels I a.F.Me) and I aeFeM.). 
If either the excitation or the detection polarization is 
parallel to the applied field (quantization axis), no quan-
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tum beats are exhibited because the aM = 0 selection 
rule in absorption and emission for those polarizations 
cannot allow interference. For excitation and detection 
polarizations perpendicular to the field, the aM = :t 1 
selection rule implies that modulation will be observed 
at the frequency separation of the levels I e) with M. 
differing by two. 

Even if a Single F., F. pair can be selected in excita
tion, the fluorescence observed in the real experiment 
will consist of the sum over all possible M., M., F

" and Mf quantum numbers. The evaluation of this sum 
rapidly becomes tedious even for moderate values of 
F.. Some review articles concerning the subject of 
optically produced coherence include Alexandrov, I 
Haroche,2 Lehmann, 3 and Dodd and Series. 4 

A superior way to describe the mechanics of an en
semble of molecules exhibiting coherence is through the 
density operator formalism. 26 To take maximum ad
vantage of the rotational symmetry of the problem we 
introduce state multipoles by using a spherical ir
redUCible tensor basis for this density matrix: 

Tt' = L (_l)".M' (2k + 1)112 
II' ,11 

X laF'M')(aFMI • 

( 

F' 

M' 

F 

-M 

In what follows we outline the derivation of explicit 
formulas which describe the preparation, evolution, and 
detection of the excited state multipoles. These formu
las are central to the analysis of the Zeeman quantum 
beat Signals we observe. 

ConSider the subblocks of the denSity matrix p, 

p,,=(nlpln)ln)ln)(nlj n=i,e,/. (3) 

Before the arrival of the laser pulse the system is in 
thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, which means 
P., PI are zero as are all off-diagonal elements of p. 
Only the diagonal k = q = 0 terms in Pi are nonzero. If 
the excitation duration T is sufficiently short we may ig
nore the evolution of the system caused by the presence 
of the magnetic field and spontaneous emission or col
liSions leading to relaxation during the time Pi and P. 
are coupled via the optical field. ConSider the excita
tion process, for now, in terms of the subblocks of p 
without regard to their "internal" structure. The fac
tored equation of motion for p then appears during the 
laser pulse as an undamped two-level system: 

p = i~ [:JC, p], 

(4) 

D= -i(el€j .rli)e8oexp[-i(21Tllo)t]. 

The E. are the diagonal eigenvalue matrices for the sub
blocks p. and D is the matrix of the electric dipole 
operator in the rotating wave approximation. For the 
condition of broadband eXCitation, we recognize 

1TallO » liT» w.,.! • (5) 

Here, the pulse averaged spectral bandWidth is allo, and 
the maximum frequency span of interest in the internal 
structure of P. is we •• '. In analogy to the solution for the 
two-level system27 the flow of population from Pi to P. 
under the condition of slowly varying populations follows 
a rate equation 

a a at Tr[p.] = - at Tr[PI] =RTr[Pi -P.]. (6) 

Linear response of the system to the light field is as
sured if the integrated rate over the laser pulse re
mains small, i. e. , 

RT= {1. Tr[IDI2] IT<<1. 
2 Ji Z(1Tallo) ~ 

(7) 

For a laser pulse that lasts from - T to 0 the excited 
state produced by the excitation is then 

P.(t=O)=A(el€j·rli)(il€t·rle) le)(el • (8) 

Here, A is a constant determining the strength of the 
excitation. Therefore we see that all of the behavior 
of the excited state produced in the excitation is em
bodied in the operator 

A= le)(el€l·rli)(iIH·rle)(el ' (9) 

to which P.(t = 0) is proportional. 

The angular dependence of the operator A has been 
worked out in general. 28 We wish to consider the case 
for which the state Pi is isotropic and for which we do 
not excite coherence between levels of different total 
angular momentum F (i. e., P. spans only one F.;: F). 
Here, the excited state produced by linearly polarized 
light parallel to the quantization (z) axis contains only 
two terms 

(10) 

If we instead excite with linearly polarized light per
pendicular to z the excited state must be described by 
four terms 

P.(t= 0) = (Ttl) + (Tf/) + (T{!) + (T{J) . (11) 

The time evolution of the excited state in a magnetic 
field applied along the z axis (t> 0) under the first order 
Zeeman Hamiltonian 

3Czeeman = g,. lloM•H 

= JiwLM. 

can be shown2D to take the form 

(12) 

(13) 

Thus we see that the excited state described by Eq. (10) 
does not exhibit field-induced time dependence whereas 
that described by Eq. (11) does, consistent with the 
geometrical argument presented earlier. 

We introduce the relaxation of P. due to spontaneous 
emission phenomenologically as an exponential decay 
with an empirical decay rate. In the absence of other 
processes all state multipoles (irreducible tensor 
components) of P. will decay with the same rate con
stant. If collisions occur whose center of mass ve-
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locity in the lab frame is random, each state multipole 
will decay in general with a rate dependent on k but 
not q. 30 Therefore, from Eq. (11), 

P.(t) = (Ttl) exp(- rot} + [(TJ;,,> + (TfalJ exp(- i2wL t) 

+(T!..{)exp(+i2wL t)]e-t'2 t • (14) 

The probability of detection of a fluorescence photon at 
time t will be the expectation value of the detection 
operator A. 

(A) = T~(pA) , 

A= B le){e 1(2· r If)U I€t· r le){el ' (15) 

where B is a constant proportional to the detection ef
ficiency. Note that the form of A is identical to that of 
A [Eq. (9)] and the general solution for its matrix ele
ments28 may be applied again. Since the final state is 
not selected in this experiment (i. e., the final state 
is not detected in coinCidence with the fluorescence), 
only the k = q = 0 term in P, contributes to the matrix 
elements of A. Therefore, the field-induced temporal 
modulation of the fluorescence signal depends on the 
Zeeman effect in the excited state Pe only. 

Using the explicit forms28 of the operators A and A 
one can obtain the fluorescence intensity at the detector 
for the case of excitation and detection polarizations 
perpendicular to the magnetic field31~ 

I(t) = C U:. 1 

Fe 

11' 
1 

+ '2 F
j Fe 

(16) 

Here, C is a constant proportional to the strength of 
the eXCitation, the detection efficiency, and the rotational 
line strengths of the transitions, and cJ>D is the angle be
tween the excitation (1 and detection £2 polarizations 
(see Fig. 1). The Doppler limited excitation conditions 
of this study require that Eq. (16) be summed over the 
(21 + 1 = 3) Fe values corresponding to a single fine 
structure state and all relevant F j , F, values weighted 
by the appropriate line strength relations. 

To complete this analysis, we need to relate the 
Larmor frequency wL to the internal structure of the 
state 100gFe). If the energy separations between the 
hyperfine levels are large compared to the natural line
width and yet small compared to the spin-rotation split
ting, then the gp factors of these levels have the re
lation32 

_ F(F + 1) + J(J + 1) -1([ + 1) 
gp - gJ 2F(F+ 1) (17) 

Here, gJ is the g factor of the state labeled by the total 
angular momentum J if nuclear spin were not present. 
Furthermore, if Hund's case b coupling is assumed for 
the A state of N02 (J = N + S) similar arguments for the 

coupling of nuclear rotation N to electronic spin S lead 
to the relation between gJ and the g factor of the free 
electron ge : 

J(J+ 1) +8(8+ 1) -N(N+ 1) 
gJ = ge 2J(J + 1) 

- (2.0023) . J- N 1 
-± 2N+1' - ±a' (18) 

Implicit in the derivation of Eqs. (17) and (18) is the as
sumption that the magnetic moments associated with the 
angular momenta N and I are negligibly small compared 
to the magnetic moment of the total electron spin S. 

Thus, under certain assumptions, the magnetic field
induced fluorescence modulation Observed in this study 
can be completely understood with respect to its geo
metrical properties, amplitude and phase of the modula
tion [Eq. (16)] and frequency of modulation [Eqs. (1), 
(17), and (18)]. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL 

A sample of N02 at 300 K and at total pressures 
ranging from 2 x 10-5 to 5 X 10-3 Torr is excited by a 
single-mode At" laser pumped ROO dye laser with free 
running bandwidth of 50 MHz. Laser pulses are pro
duced by an extra-cavity acousto-optic modulator with 
20 ns rise and fall times and on/Off extinction ratio of 
greater than 2 x 103. Laser pulses have typical peak 
powers of 30 mW, 150 ns to 1. 0 ~s duration, and a re
petition period of 200 to 600 ~s. The laser beam (0.2 
cm in diameter) enters a multipass fluorescence cell 
in the - x direction immediately following passage 
through a Glan-Thompson polarizer oriented to pass 
the electric field in the y direction (see Fig. 1). The 
laser light is reflected approximately 20 times (optical 
path"" 400 cm) and exits counterpropagating to the in
coming beam with polarization Iy II" > 102 and beam 
diameter about 0.5 cm. 

Laser frequencies and N02 line positions in the region 
of 16850 cm-1 were determined from simultaneous Dop
pler limited excitation spectra of N02 and 1:\, using the 
12 spectral atlas of Gerstenkorn and Luc. 33 

The sample cell itself consists of a stainless steel, 
aluminum, brass and Delrin vessel pumped by a liquid 
nitrogen trapped 2 in. diffusion pump with a base pres
sure of "" 1 xl 0.8 Torr. N02 pressures of between 2 
x 10-5 and 1 x 10-4 Torr were maintained in a conduc
tion-limited slow flow. Foreign gases can be added 
via an auxiliary inlet. Chamber pressure was monitored 
by an ionization gauge and capacitance manometer 
(Baratron 220B 1 Torr absolute head, PDR-C-1B con
troller) . 

The chamber is surrounded by two sets' of 1 m Helm
holtz coils (x, y directions) and on set of 35 cm Helm
holtz coils (vertical = z direction). Magnetic fields in 
the chamber are measured with a HP Model 428B Clipon 
microammeter with 3529 A magnetometer probe. Ab
solute calibration of this magnetometer is made by 
measurement of the field produced by a standard sole
noid coil (7.7 cm diameter, 33.5 cm long, 11. 32 Wind
ings per cm) at a known current (determined by a Keith-
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ley Model 179 TRMS digital multimeter). Applied cham
ber magnetic fields are determined during the course of 
the experiment via an empirical coil current vs field 
calibration formula. Field inhomogeneity is ± 3 mG over 
the detection volume and accurate to ± 1%. 

Fluorescence was detected by a cooled (- 20 °C) S-20 
response photomultiplier tube (Centronix Q4283 SA-25) 
via glass window, HN-32 sheet polarizer, lens, and 
Corning 2-58 red cutoff filter, in that order, along the 
+ z direction. Choice of polarizer angle cfJD deter
mined the initial phase of the fluorescence modulation 
with respect to the laser pulse. The detection system 
is sensitive to emiSSion from about 620 to 850 nm in a 
volume with mean diameter of approximately 8 cm cen
tered in the chamber. 

The emission was time resolved using a time to pulse 
height converter/multichannel analyzer (Ortec 467/ 
Nicolet 1070) or fast multichannel scalar (Nicolet 1170) 
pulse counting electronics. The time response of the 
phototube TPHC/MCA system is calibrated on the 160 
IJ,S time scale by double pulsing the laser and observing 
laser scatter in the cell. The measured time between 
laser pulses on this system is compared with that mea
sured by a fast photodiode and an HP 5315A universal 
counter. The former is O. 5% less than that of the 
latter; this is conSidered insignificant and is subse
quently ignored. Fluorescence decays are recorded 
with 1024 channel resolution with full scale ranges 
from 160 IJ,S to 1 ms. 

Decay data arrays are transferred to an Apple II 
microcomputer for manipulation. Data handling consists 
of: 

(1) Deconvolution of pulse pile-up error in the TPHC/ 
MCA system; (2) Baseline correction for dark counts 
and modulator leakage; (3) Subtraction of laser scatter 
from the fluorescence decay; (4) Linear least squares 
fit of In (Intensity) vs time to obtain fluorescence decay 
rates; (5) 1024 point complex fast Fourier transform of 
the decay; (6) Deconvolution of the transformed data for 
finite excitation pulse duration. 

Q) 
o 
c: 
Q) 
o 
If) 
Q) 

o 
::> 
~ 

a 

16840 16850 

b 

Not all these procedures were performed on any par
ticular data set. 

IV. RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows a laser fluorescence excitation (LFE) 
spectrum of N02 at room temperature in the region of 
the origin of a prominent although vibrationally unas
signed band usually denoted as the 5933 A band. It 
should be noted that the fluorescence excitation spec
trum of N02 may differ markedly from its absorption 
spectrum due to the reduced detection efficiency for 
very long lived and/or very red shifted fluorescing 
states. However, the LFE spectrum would be expected 
to adequately represent the relative absorption prob
abilities of transitions within a particular vibronic band. 
The Doppler width of N02 at 300 K is 920 MHz and the 
resolution element of this spectrum is 400 MHz (the 
laser cavity FSR) so this spectrum is essentially Dop
pler limited. There is no laser frequency between 
16825 and 16880 cm-! that fails to produce fluores
cence on the order of 5% of that of the strong transi
tions in the 5933 A band. Note that this implies an ab
sorption tranSition denSity of at least 30 tranSitions/ 
em-!. Thus, it is clear that even 50 MHz excitation 
bandwidth does not imply selective excitation of a single 
fine structure level due to overlapping absorptions. 

The rotational assignments of many transitions in the 
5933 A band have been made34 ,35 and these assignments 
form a starting point for this study. The band is an a
type (Ma = even; Me = odd) vibronie tranSition between 
two nearly prolate asymmetric rotor states. Indicated 
in Fig. 3 are the P and R transitions connecting the 
(vibrationless36) g 2A! ground state to the two fine struc
ture components of the 303(N' = 3, K~ = 0, K~ = 3) rota
tional level in the A 2B2 state. These P and R branch 
members straddle the unresolved Q branch (allowed for 
K: >0) near 16849 em-!. The K~ = 0 stack for N' 
= odd (N' = even are missing due to nuclear spin 
statistiCS) can be seen in the P branch as a prominent 
series of doublets with spin splitting increasing with 
N' marching out to the red of the band origin. This 

16860 em' 
FIG. 3. Laser fluorescence excitation spectrum of NOz at room temperature and low pressure « 1 x 10-4 Tord. The features 
marked "a" and "0" are spin doublets of the 303-404 and 303 -202 transitions, respectively. In each doublet the low frequency com
ponent is F j (J =N +~) and the other is F z (J=N -!). 
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large spin splitting arises almost entirely from the 
upper vibronic level of this transition [«(&'& + €~~)/2 
::: - 0.0015,37 (c,,& + €~c)/2::: - O. 0434 J. The R branch 
is congested and confused with P branch members of 
vibronic bands to the blue of this band. The line posi
tions of the assigned P and R branch members of the 
K.::: 0, 1, 2 stacks38 show a highly perturbed excited 
state structure with approximate rotational constants 
A' ::: 7.85, B' ::: 0.45, and C' ::: 0.39 cm- t • 34 

Figure 4 shows the time resolved fluorescence decay 
observed after pulsed excitation of a strong, well-iso
lated P branch member at moderate N02 pressure (5 
x 10-4 Torr). The applied magnetic field causes the 

F1 3 03 Rt 

16852.0 cm-1 

H =0.5 G 

30fLS 

FIG. 4. Time resolved fluores
cence decay observed after pulsed 
excitation of the F2 909 -1°0,10 tran
sition at 16840.90 cm-1• The ap
plied field is 2. 6 G, detection po
larization angle <l>D = 90", laser 
pulse duration 150 ns, and the total 
pressure is approximately 5 x 10-4 
Torr. The calculated spectrum is 
displaced for clarity. 

observed fluorescence to be modulated at three fre
quencies corresponding to the precessional motion of 
the hyperfine levels in the excited state (I::: 1 for 
t4N1S02)' Also in Fig. 4 is shown an empirical model 
of the decay where three modulation components of an 
exponential decay have been adjusted to best fit the ob
served decay. Data for the observed spectrom were 
accumulated for a period of 2 h. 

Figure 5 presents a semilog plot of normalized 
fluorescence intensity vs time after excitation of the 
F t 303 rotational level via its R branch transition at 
16851. 98 cm-1

• The solid line represents the least 
squares fit to the data pOints and demonstrates an ex-

FIG. 5. Plot of In(I/Io) vs time of 
the emission observed following 
pulsed excitation of the F1 303-202 
transition at 16851.98 cm-1• The 
applied field is 0.5 G, detection po
larization angle <l>D = rJ', laser pulse 
duration 150 ns, and the total pres
sure is approximately 2x10-5 Torr. 
The solid line represents the linear 
least squares fit to the data points 
with a lifetime of 41 :!: 2 j.I s. 

-4~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~L-____ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 

o 40 80 120 160 

TIME <1-'8> 
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ponential fluorescence relaxation "envelope" with a 
lifetime of a 41 ± 2 jJ.s over a period of 3t lifetimes. 
The modulation induced by a 0.5 G field is clearly 
evident in the early time portion of this plot. 

Figure 6(a) shows the real part of the Fourier trans
form of the decay under the same conditions as in Fig. 
5. For brevity, we refer to the real part of the Four
ier transform of the decay signal as the ZQB spectrum. 
The ZQB spectrum must be symmetrical about zero 
frequency for any real decay signal. A small portion of 
the negative (and redundant) spectrum is shown to com
pare the feature at zero frequency with those at nonzero 
frequency. 

If we assume that all three hyperfine components of a 
fine structure level have the same decay rates ro and 
r 2, then from Sec. II we would predict the form of the 
decay from such a fine structure level to be 

1 

I(t) '" La. e-I'ol +!!.Js.
2 

[1 + 3 cos(2[w.t+ CPD])] e-I'2 1 , 
... 1 

(19) 
where the index (K = Fe - Je) determines a hyperfine 
level, the coefficients a. and b. are found from the ap
propriate sum of Eq. (16), and w. are the hyperfine 

5 
(0) 

..... 
c 
Q) 
0 

:u ,e. 
w 
c 5 ::::l ( b) too 
:J 
Q. 

::i 
< 

o 1.0 

FREQUENCY (MHz) 

FIG. 6. The real part of the Fourier transform of the decay 
signal (ZQB spectrum). The horizontal scale is frequency 
(w/27r) and the vertical scale is the amplitude relative to the 
integrated fluorescence: (a) The observed ZQB spectrum after 
R branch excitation of the F 1 303 level as in Fig. 5; and (b) The 
calculated ZQB spectrum for this level under the experimental 
conditions using Eq. (20). The zero frequency peaks in (a) and 
(b) are shown as insets reduced by a factor of 20. 

TAB LE I. Linewidths of the F 1 303 level [see Fig. 6 (a) 1. 

Peak position 
(kHz) 0 300 356 491 

g Factor 0.21 ± O. 01 0.25±0.01 0.35±0.02 

Linewidth 7.7a 11 11 14 
FWHM (kHz) 

Inhomogeneous 2.9 3.5 4.9 
broadening 

(kHZ)b 

"Obtained from a linear least squares fit of In(I) VB t. 
t>calculated from the g factors given in the first row and a 
magnetic field spatial inhomogeneity over the detection region 
of 5 mG. 

level Larmor frequencies. The Fourier transform of 
Eq. (19) is 

F(w) '" a (ro - iw) + ( ~) (r2 - iw) , 
w2+r~ 2 w2+rt 

+.! t b e·/2!t'D[r2-i(w±2w.)] (20) 
4 1<=.1' (w±2w,J2+ d 

where a and Ii are the mean of the a. and b., respective
ly. 

The results on the Fl 303 level of this band may now 
be conveniently discussed in terms of its experimentally 
observed ZQB spectrum and Eq. (20). The zero fre
quency peak in Fig. 6(a) corresponds to the Fourier 
transform of the decay envelope (shown to be ex
ponential from Fig. 5). We see from Eq. (20) that in 
general this zero frequency feature is the sum of two 
Lorentzian line shapes with HWHM of ro and r2• 

However, evaluation of a and Ii show that this feature 
is usually dominated by the first term in Eq. (20), e. g., 
alb = 10 for large Fe and 1Fe - F/I '" IFe - F,I = 1. 
Therefore, to good approximation the linewidth of this 
feature can be used to determine roo This approxima
tion becomes exact for a choice of CPD = 54.74° at zero 
field. 

The three features near 400 kHz in Fig. 6 correspond 
to the third term in Eq. (20). Ideally, their linewidth 
directly determines the value for r 2• In this experiment 
however, these features are subject to broadening due to 
the spatial inhomogeneity of the applied magnetic field 
over the sample dimensions. The effect of this in
homogeneous broadening can be evaluated using the 
linear Zeeman Hamiltonian of Eq. (12) and the mea
sured spatial variation of the magnetic field. 

The observed linewidths of the ZQB spectrum shown 
in Fig. 6(a) are summarized in Table I. From column 
1 it is seen that ro is approximately 7. 7 KHz (FWHM). 
The remainder of the columns show that the linewidths 
associated with the quantum beats from the three hy
perfine components are much larger, but when broaden
ing by the magnetic field inhomogeneity is taken into 
consideration (last row), then it is concluded that ro 
= r 2 in each case. This conclusion is valid for the 
experimental conditions under which Fig. 5 was re-
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corded, namely, total pressure of about 2 x 10-5 Torr. 
The same behavior is found for all other levels studied. 
Hence we conclude that at total pressures s 2 x 10-5 

Torr there is no process, collisional or intrinsic, that 
causes the spatial coherence of the N02 excited state 
to decay faster than the excited state population. 

Figure 6(b) shows a simulation of the ZQB spectrum 
in Fig. 6(a) where the coefficients in Eq. (20) have been 
evaluated using Eqs. (16), (17), and (18). In the simu
lation we have assumed ro = r 2 = 7.7 kHz. Further
more, the coefficients a K and bK have been determined 
in a sum over F I , F, weighted by simple symmetric top 
line strengths. 39 Comparison of the observed and cal
culated ZQB spectra show an apparent reduction in the 
observed modulation amplitude (b/ii). Several experi
mental nonidealities, such as finite excitation/detec
tion polarization extinction ratios, finite detection solid 
angle effects, and imperfect selection of a single fine 
structure transition in excitation, could explain this 
discrepancy. Perhaps less evident is a slight reduction 
in the observed beat frequencies relative to those pre
dicted from Eq. (18). This shift is well outside ex
perimental error and must be considered Significant. 

Figure 7 shows the ZQB spectra observed from the 
two spin components of the 303 rotational level each ex
cited via both its Rand P branch transitions. These 
transitions are indicated by the features marked "a" 
and fib" in the excitation spectrum in Fig. 3. As pre
dicted from Eq. (16) the observed beat frequencies in 
the ZQB spectrum are solely determined from the ex
cited state but the modulation amplitude depends on 
details of the absorption and emission steps. Reduced 
modulation amplitude for P branch relative to R branch 
excitation is strongly eVident only in low Je states. The 
choice of the detection polarization angle <PD = + 45° in 
these spectra allow the direct determination of the sign 
of the excited state g factors and therefore unambiguous 

(d) 

1.0 

FIG. 7. ZQB spectra of the two fine 
structure components of the 303 ro
tational level observed at 1.0 G and 
4>D=+45"; (a) R branch excitation of 
F 2 303 ; (b) P branch excitation of 
F 2 303 ; (c) R branch excitation of 
Ft303; (d) P branch excitation of 
F t 303 • The zero frequency peaks are 
shown as insets reduced by a factor 
of 100. 

spin assignment of the excited state from the observed 
phase of the dispersion line shape. Because several 
pump tranSitions lie within the Doppler limited excita
tion bandWidth, additional quantum beats are observed. 
They appear as periodic structure to the low frequency 
side of the beats arising from the 303 level in all the 
spectra in Fig. 7 [see Fig. 7(a) in particular]. In all 
cases these beats are magnetic field-induced and dis
appear at zero field. 

Figure 8 presents a plot of observed beat frequencies 
as a function of field strength for the F t 303 and F t 312 

rotational levels of this band. Linear least squares 
analysis of this data shows that, to within experimen-
tal error, the Zeeman energy of the excited state is pro
portional to the applied field. Furthermore, the zero 
frequency intercept of the six hyperfine levels repre
sented in the plot has a standard deviation of 1. 6 mG 
and coincides precisely with zero magnetic field de
termined by level crossing. From this we conclude that 
the linear form of the Zeeman Hamiltonian [Eq. (12)] 
is valid and no decoupling of the intrinsic angular mo
mentum structure of the excited state is caused by fields 
up to 2 G. However, the observed g factors of these 
levels differ markedly from those predicted from Eq. 
(18). 

Table II summarizes the g factor information for 
some excited levels in this band. Table III lists the 
excitation transition frequencies used in the study of 
these levelS. As indicated in Sec. II, the pattern of g 
factors of the hyperfine components comprising a single 
fine structure level may be interpreted in terms of the 
angular momentum coupling giving rise to a magnetic 
moment in a state of well defined total angular mo
mentum J in the absence of hyperfine structure. The 
coupling of nuclear spin to this state determines the g 
factor of the levels of total angular momentum F. Pur
suing this, we recognize 
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TABLE II. Excited state g factors. (Calculated values are shown in parentheses.) 

Excited TO 
level (Ms) g-llg, golg, g.llg, g, 

F I 303 45 
0.781 0.935 1.285 0.271 

(0.7778)"- (0.9365) (1.2857) (0.2860)b 

F 2303 49 
0.714 0.880 1. 407 - O. 277 

(0.7143) (0.8857) (1. 4000) (-0.2860) 

F 1 313 53 
0.779 0.935 1.286 0.206 

(0.7778) (0.9365) (1.2857) (0.2860) 

Fl 11 0,11 68 
0.92 0.99 1.09 0.0361 

(0.9200) (0.9930) (1.0870) (0.08706) 

F 2110,11 55 
0.914 0.991 1.096 - O. 0792 

(0.9130) (0.9917) (1.0952) (-0.08706) 

Fj 111,10 62 
0.91 0.99 1.10 0.0204 

(0.9200) (0.9930) (1.0870) (0.08706) 

F2 11 1,10 55 
0.914 0.993 1.093 - O. 0718 

(0.9130) (0.9917) (1.0952) (- O. 087 06) 

u (%) 

FIG. 8. Plot of observed ZQB fre
quencies vs applied magnetic field 
strength for the F 1 303 (denoted Ka = 0) 
and F 1 312 (denoted Ka = 11 excited 
levels. The residuals of a linear 
least squares fit to the data points 
are shown below grouped by the ex
cited state total angular momentum 
F. The error bars shown are ± 3 kHz. 

5.2±1.4 

3.1 ±1.5 

28.0±1.1 

58.5±0.6 

9.0±1.4 

76.6 ±0.4 

17.5±1.2 

"-The gKlg, values are calculated from ~he g, values are calculated 
Eq. (17) where K"" fJi'.-J.). from Eq. (18). 
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TABLE m. Excitation frequencies of levels reported in 
Table II. 

Excited R branch transition P branch transition 
level (em-I) (cm-I ) 

F I 303 16851. 98 16846.07 
F 2 303 52.14 46.23 
F 1 312 51.88 45.90 

FI 11 0,11 a 38.23 
F 2 11 0,1I a 38.83 
FI 11 1,10 a 40.80 

F 2 111,10 a 40.62 

aAccurate line position not available due to spectral congestion. 

(21) 

where again K = (Fe -Je) designates a hyperfine level and 
the g. are the observed g factors. In all cases to date 
the measured values of (g.l gJ) are predicted within ex
perimental error by the limiting angular momentum 
coupling scheme F = J + I and Eq. (17). However, the 
observed values of gJ differ significantly from those 
predicted by Hund's case b coupling and Eq. (18). In 
analogy to diamagnetic shielding and the chemical 
shift we introduce the quantity 

(] = 1k.;.1:L , (22) 
gJ 

where gJ and gJ are the observed and the Hund's case 
b [Eq. (18)]gfactors, respectively. Foralllevels 
studied the value of a is observed to be positive. The 
uncertainty associated with a shown in Table II arises 
primarily from error in the magnetic field calibration 
to which the measurement of gK/gJ is immune. 

Also shown in Table II are our best estimates of the 
zero pressure radiative lifetime To for different rota
tional levels in the 5933 A band. The values of To 

should be treated as approximate due to the systematic 
effects of the effusion of emitting molecules from the 
detection region and the contamination of the emission 
with fluorescence from other excited states populated 
through blended absorption transitions. Both of these 
effects will lead to the observation of nonexponential 
total emission decay which mayor may not be discerni
ble at finite signal to noise. The pressure dependence 
of the total emission below 1 x 10-4 Torr indicates that 
our To estimates are not biased by collisional electronic 
quenching or vibrational relaxation. It should be noted 
that emitter effUSion affects the observed population and 
alignment decay equally making only the absolute mea
sure of TO uncertain. Taking into account the possible 
error in the absolute measure of To, the mild depen
dence of To on rotational level must still be regarded as 
significant. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The technique of quantum beat spectroscopy provides 
natural-linewidth-limited resolution of the level struc
ture of excited states. As has been demonstrated here 

for N02, this technique gives independent values for the 
excited state radiative and alignment (coherence) decay 
rates. By observation of the response of the molecule 
to applied field, one obtains g values in the case of a 
magnetic field or polarizabilities (dipole moments) in the 
case of an electric field. Because all these measure
ments can be carried out in the same experiment, 
quantum beat spectroscopy can be advantageous com
pared to level crOSSing, optical radio frequency double 
resonance, or other coherence methods that lack time 
resolution. 

The physical interpretation of excited electronic 
states is considerably more complicated for poly
atomic molecules than for atoms or diatoms. The ex
tension of simple pictures to the description of the iso
lated polyatomic state may suffer from loss of predictive 
power and insight when perturbations are so numerous 
as to be the rule rather than the exception. For suffi
ciently complex cases, statistical treatment of the state 
properties may quantitatively predict average values 
of observables. However, this statistical description 
may be dissatisfying when the detailed mechanical na
ture of the state can be obtained experimentally. The 
high resolution technique of quantum beats may provide 
this detailed information readily. 

The ubiquity of zero-field quantum beat phenomena is 
evident in the literature. Zero-field quantum beats 
following pulsed optical excitation of rotationally cold 
molecules have been observed in the fluorescence of 
biacetyl, 40,41 methylglyoxal,40 anthracene,42 pyra
zine,43-45 pyrimidine,44 and S02' 46 Zero-field quantum 
beats have also been observed at room temperature in 
the fluorescence of acetylene. 47 These experiments 
are similar to this study in that coherence prepared 
in the excited state is evident in the time dependence 
of the fluorescence which can be related to the excited 
state structure. However, the coherently prepared 
levels are nondegenerate due to the intrinsic energy 
level structure of the excited state, not due to the 
presence of an applied field. In this respect the pheno
menon is similar to quantum beats arising from hyper
fine structure in the excited state (as observed, for 
example, in Ca48

). Zero-field quantum beats of the 
type recently observed40- 41 are difficult to interpret be
cause the assignment of the contributing levels and even 
the form of the coupling between these levels is uncer
tain. Moreover, the coherence bandwidth of the optical 
excitation may provide an insufficient "window" from 
which to observe the complete excited state structure. 
Also, the angular properties of these zero-field quantum 
beats, important in the description of hyperfine and 
field-induced quantum beats, need to be investigated. 

In the present study, we have not observed zero-field 
quantum beats in the N02 A 2B2 fluorescence. Hence, we 
conclude that the likelihood is rare of finding at zero 
field two or more excited levels optically connected to 
the same lower level within the excitation coherence 
bandwidth (l/1TT= 2 MHz). However, with larger ex
citation coherence bandWidth (l/1TT > 100 MHz) hyper
fine quantum beats should be evident at zero field. 

Detailed study of the magnetic field-induced quantum 
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beats provides clarification of some controversies in 
the NOz.A 2Bz state properties. First, we find that the 
isolated excited state population and alignment decay 
exponentially with equal rates, at least for the levels 
investigated. There is no evidence for intrinsic de
phasing and there is no need to invoke additional inter
nal structure. Previously, Hanle effect measurements 
from this laboratory20 on a room temperature sample 
(0.5 mTorr) of N02 suggested that alignment decayed 
more rapidly than population in the absence of collisions. 
To explain this anomaly, it was proposed that the N02 

molecule had additional internal structure giving rise to 
intrinsic dephasing. 49 Since then, Bylicki and Weber22 

have repeated the Hanle effect measurements on a mole
cular beam of N02• The found that the population and 
alignment decayed at the same rate, indicating that the 
previous study was in error. Our results corroborate 
this finding. However, we do not know at this time 
what the source of error was in the work of Figger, 
Monts, and Zare. 20 Second, we find that although the 
hyperfine levels composing a single fine structure state 
have the same exponential decay rate, there is a mild 
dependence of this rate on N', J', and (K~ ,K~) within a 
vibronic band. This dependence is not smooth, how
ever, and with the data presently available (about 30 ro
tational levels in this band) no clear pattern emerges. 
Third, the excited state demonstrates a linear Zeeman 
Hamiltonian for small magnetic fields (less than 2 G). 
No magnetic field uncoupling is found. This is in con
tradiction to the work of Bylicki, K6nig, and Weber. 23 

Fourth, the pattern of observed g factors arising from 
a single fine structure state is consistent with the cou
pling of angular momenta F = J + I, but the mean value 
of this pattern g, is not consistent with Hund's case b 
coupling in the A state. The deviation from pure case 
b behavior, expressed by the parameter (J, varies ir
regularly with rotational state. Previous optical radio 
frequency double resonance measurements22 only found 
this deviation for K I ;10 0 levels; we observe that K I = 0 
levels fail to obey case b coupling as well. 

We interpret the variation in "'0 and (J as evidence for 
the existence of many weak and "local" electronic per
turbations within the 5933 A band. The variation of the 
radiative lifetime of cleanly resolved rotational levels in 
N02 has been observed before. 50 This lifetime behavior 
may be compared with the rotational dependence of the 
fluorescence quantum yield5l and lifetime52 in the A state 
of formaldehyde. Although no collisionless photochem
istry is available to the .A state of N02 at this energy, 
three other electronic states form a complicated "back
ground" of possible interacting levels. The "character" 
of a particular A state level may critically depend on 
the structure of these background (zeroth order nonin
teracting) levels nearby in energy. It is anticipated 
that the parameter (J may provide independent input into 
the electronic character of the rotationally resolved 
.A state and even into the nature and coupling of the 
background levels. At present, we have no satisfactory 
model to correlate the variation in lifetime, g factor, 
and term energy for the observed N02 A state rotational 
levels, but an extension of these measurements to in
clude more levels may provide a detailed understanding 
of these properties. 
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